Writing in first person, the author describes how she discovered the problem of illegally inflated property tax assessments in Detroit, how this phenomenon began, and why it persisted. Since the resulting illegally inflated property taxes and property tax foreclosure crisis most severely disadvantage Wayne County’s predominately African American cities—Detroit, Inkster, and Highland Park—the author investigates the following riddle: How does a majority Black city run primarily by Black politicians and administrators perpetrate a racialized housing crime? While many want to attribute the rampant illegality to corruption or incompetent politicians and administrators, these are not the primary drivers here. The chief culprit is structural racism, otherwise known as racist policy. That is, the true villain is an invisible structure and not a visible individual, but the dominant culture rejects this, instead demanding an easily digestible good/bad, black/white narrative. *Predatory Cities* pushes beyond these over simplifying strictures to uncover more complicated truths.